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- **Group I**: Claims 1-9 and 19-21 are directed to a method for enabling security personnel to detect and prevent hostile activity using a detection and prevention system which enables the personnel to identify various search, detect and react (SDR) states and react accordingly.

- **Group II**: Claims 10-18 are directed to a method for training security personnel by performing indoor and field training.
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The special technical features of Group I are providing a security system including a belt, communication system, weapon, etc. to be carried by a security official for implementing a method of detecting, within a secured site, suspicious activity and declaring different SDR states, where different SDR states require different responses by the security official.

The special features of Group II are training security personnel by providing indoor training using a theoretical background, field training, and a wrap up session which includes evaluating the training. These features are not present in Group I.

Unity of invention is lacking under PCT Rule 13.1, because Groups I and II do not share a same or corresponding special technical feature.